How to Make a Rainbow is a beautiful book that highlights each color in the rainbow. There are two pages dedicated to each color, and bright objects fill the pages. The colorful pictures pop and are very pleasing to the eye. The science behind rainbows is also a big part of this book, and a simple yet interesting explanation of how a rainbow forms is provided. Young readers will enjoy pointing and naming the objects they discover in this colorful creation.

This is a special and unique book that leaves no color behind. Different shades of Crayola crayons are featured throughout, and there is even a craft at the end for those young little scientists. This is also a great tool for helping children increase their vocabulary and learn basic colors. The book is a bright reminder of that brand new box of crayons that every child loves. Short, sweet, and to the point is a great way to describe this read, but it could have easily had a few more pages. Color brings life to the world and this book will bring life to your bookshelf.